ALBERTO, LUIS
Candidate outreach to immigrant voters (and families of immigrant voters)

ARRE Dondo, Mayra Angelica
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the NASCAR vote

BAE, STEVEN DUK-WHAN
Obama outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote, particularly in Nevada and Florida

BAILEY, WILLIAM GRAY

BARDEEN, BROCK ALAN-THOMAS

BERK, ERICA LYNN
Hillary Clinton Outreach to Latinos in the 2008 primary

BUENDIA, ANA LAURA
Obama outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

CABRAL, ANA LAURA

CAMERON, JAMES ERIC IV
Obama/Biden outreach to Latinos and to young voters

CARDENAS, SARAH KRISsy
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

CARIVAU, EMILY MARIE
McCain focus on Latinos and either active-duty military or hockey moms

CARRIEDO, ROBERTO LORENZO
Obama outreach to Latinos and to Clinton primary voters

CHAVEZ, SANDRA ISABEL
Youth/student votes by Obama campaign

DANG, ALISON QUI NHU
Obama outreach to Latinos and to Clinton primary voters, primarily in New Mexico

DIAZ, ALEXANDER J.
Candidate advertising strategies

GALLEGOS, YVONNE DOMONI QUE

GAMINO, EDGAR SAMUEL

GARCIA, CESARI RACINE

GROUT, MICHAEL DAVID JR.
Church-going voters

JAY, KEVIN SIMON
Obama outreach to Latinos and to Clinton primary voters

KAZMI, ALI A.
Obama outreach to Latinos and Asian Americans or Obama outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

MACEDO, RAFAEL JR.

MADRIGAL, MELISSA

MARTINEZ, BRYAN
Obama outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

MOLINA, EVANI AMANDA
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

MORALES, KARYDITH ALEXANDRA
Obama outreach in Florida

NOEL, ALEXANDRA RAE
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

PACHECO, VICTORIA
Obama outreach to Latinos and to young voters

PORTER, RICHARD JOHN
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to gun owners, particularly in swing states

ROWIN, ARIEL BRIANNE
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

SANCHEZ, ORACIO GUADALUPE

SANCHEZ, ORACIO GUADALUPE
Candidate outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote
SERRANO, MELISSA JANETTE
Democratic outreach to Latinos and to the youth vote

TAKEEDA, JACQUELYN LINDSAY
Asian Americans

TOLEDO, HEDID

ZAMORA, ARACELI MAURITANIA
Obama outreach to immigrant Latinos and to young voters